The Virginia Tech WeatherSTEM Unit is an integration of weather sensors, the data gathered and stored by the sensors, and a dynamic display of the data in a website that showcases the current weather, weather forecasts, data mining tools, lessons & activities, weather notifications, and more!

**Station Page**
The station page is a web portal that serves live weather data and sky images collected from the WeatherSTEM Unit.

**Data**
All data gathered by the sensors on the WeatherSTEM Unit are stored and can be mined in a variety of ways.

**Personalize**
Personal accounts provide access to customizable weather notifications and alerts sent to a variety of devices.

**Learn**
A growing library of lessons and activities contains an integration of the data and sensors into STEM-based curriculum.

@VTWxSTEM (Follow us on Twitter for automated weather updates)
Virginia Tech Weatherstem (Like us on Facebook for fun weather facts and pics)
(540) 750-4218 (Call or text "vt" for live weather info)
vt@montgomery.weatherstem.com (Receive a weather info email reply)

Experience the data at...
https://montgomery.weatherstem.com/vt